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A Boon for Business
Incubator nurtures homegrown companies
hat do Montana and North
are spread throughout the facility’s 32,000
Carolina have in common?
square feet, where basic amenities range
Maybe just enough, hopes
from fume hoods to Internet hookups, and
Montana Technology Enterprise Center
the perks include river views and barbecues
administrator Dick King.
— all part of the basic rent.
MonTEC, housed in a former food
One MonTEC company’s “product” is a
warehouse opposite the UM campus on
computer system that monitors automatic
the north side of the Clark Fork River,
securities trading; another manufactures a
is a business incubator, the $4.5 million
resin for selectively removing heavy metals
culmination of a joint nonprofit venture
from mining wastewater. Academic ties and
between The University of Montana and
entrepreneurial buzz create an environment
the Missoula Area Economic Development
that encourages kibbitzing and the sharing
Corp. (MAEDC). It’s designed to transfer
of ideas, and even spurs the occasional
the University’s intellectual property to the
new partnership. MonTEC businesses,
private sector.
King affirms, are constantly getting peanut
Fourteen small businesses, many of which butter on each other’s chocolate.
began life as UM research projects across
the river on the main campus, currently
MonTEC — continued back page
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Antibody Buildup
University lab explores
Libby health issue
esearchers have discovered an unusually high amount of
overactive immune systems among people in Libby, and UM
researcher Jean Pfau wants to know why.
Pfau had read previous studies on asbestos that showed exposed
subjects had high levels of antinuclear antibodies — antibodies that
attack cells in the body — and wondered if there would also be a
(Clockwise from upper left) Scientist Jean Pfau in her lab.
higher prevalence in Libby residents who had asbestos exposure
Antinuclear bodies. Immune cells struggling to engulf an
compared to a population that did not.
asbestos fiber. Fibrous buildup caused by asbestos in the
Pfau decided to research the matter and began by acquiring
lung of a mouse.
blood samples from 50 volunteers in Libby. She matched these
patients by age and gender with 50 Missoula volunteers to compare build-up leading to disease in other environmentally contaminated
the data. What she found is Libby residents are 20 percent more
areas. Pfau says because people face a lot of other exposures, such
likely to have buildup of antinuclear antibodies. Her research
as inhaling toxins, it would make sense that damage-causing ANAs
was published in the January 2005 issue of Environmental
could be triggered by environmental sources other than asbestos.
Health Perspectives, a publication of the National Institute for
“Because of the appearance that these diseases are increasing in
Environmental Health Sciences.
prevalence, we don’t know for sure, but it makes sense that ANAs
In autoimmune diseases, ANAs cause clumping of proteins or
can trigger in the body from other environmental situations,”
damage to tissue. In turn, the ANAs build up, causing inflammation.
Pfau says.
Lupus and scleroderma are both diseases caused by ANAs.
Next, Pfau is going to study the genetic contributions
“In a self-reported survey more people reported these
of autoimmune diseases. She also plans to research
diseases than what would be expected in a normal
mesothelioma — lung cancer from exposure to asbestos
population,” Pfau says.
— to see if it has any links to autoimmunity.
There is no known cure for ridding the body
“Libby is a community really coming together,”
of ANAs in an overactive immune system,
Pfau says. “I want to stress that we do basic research
but there is medication to calm and slow the
here. We don’t do clinical research.” She says her
buildup process, as well as anti-inflammatory
research is done through coded blood tests, and
drugs people can take.
she is not a doctor, so she cannot diagnose people.
It is likely ANA-related problems come
Instead her research is translated into results that
from a exposure to a variety of factors. “These
can eventually help them.
complex diseases are not likely to have just one
Libby residents concerned they may have an
cause,” Pfau says. While asbestos is one stimulator,
asbestos-related ANA disease can contact a state
genetics and smoking also can increase the
agency called the Montana Asbestos Screening
likelihood of ANA-linked health problems.
and Surveillance Activity. Or they can go online to
Pfau says she thinks this study is the beginning
Blood samples
http://www.umt.edu/libbyhealth. 0
— By Brianne Burrowes
of research that can be done to see if ANAs trigger
from Libby
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Sp&CQ Man
New UM researcher probes
the solar system for NASA
an Reisenfeld remembers signing up his second-grade
classmates to be crew members on the S.S. Enterprise. He
was to be captain, of course, and he meticulously assigned
positions on the starship that were best suited to each secondgrader’s individual skills.
Nobody suspected then that this Star Trek fantasy could lead to
the real thing.
For the Cincinnati native grew up loving science, and, despite
toying with becoming an architect or filmmaker, he studied physics
at Yale and astronomy at Harvard. His thesis was titled “An Absolute
Measurement of Resonance-resolved Electron Impact Excitation.”
All this led to postdoctoral work at Los Alamos Laboratory in New
Mexico, where he got into the business of designing actual NASA
spacecraft and interpreting the data they produce.
He became an explorer — boldly going where no man had gone
before.
Reisenfeld worked at Los Alamos during 1998-2004, meeting
and marrying Maureen, a civil engineer. While he loved his work,
he also realized he loved teaching. (He had taught at Harvard and
the University of New Mexico.) And Maureen had this idea to
start an orchard. So last year the Los Alamos staff scientist became
an assistant professor with UM’s Department of Physics and
Astronomy, and trees have been planted near Stevensville. Joshua
Orion Reisenfeld was born in January.
Though the 38-year-old astrophysicist has left Los Alamos behind,
the number of NASA probes he’s worked with has grown. Among
them are:
The probe was the first to use an ion engine, which constantly
produces a tiny thrust to eventually build up vast velocity. “It’s 90
4 Ulysses, a mission to study solar wind coming from the sun.
percent efficient, as opposed to a chemical engine that’s maybe 20
Using Ulysses data, Reisenfeld had a “eureka moment” when he
percent to 30 percent efficient,” Reisenfeld says. “But it takes a long
learned why helium streaming from the sun slows down compared
time to build the velocity, so you have to be patient.” Since it was
to its hydrogen counterparts. He proved the helium encounters
mainly an engineering mission, there was no funding to analyze
turbulence from ionized plasma gas in space, which slows it down.
the probe’s data. Reisenfeld was undeterred, however, and after
“That had been a mystery for 30 years,” Reisenfeld says.
submitting a series of proposals he recently was awarded $250,000
4 Genesis, an effort by NASA to collect solar wind particles and
over the next three years to interpret the comet data.
return them safely to Earth. Reisenfeld was one of four scientists
4 Interstellar Boundary Explorer or IBEX, a mission to map
to build the probe’s concentrator, which is similar in design to a
and study the edge of the solar system. Set to launch in 2008, the
reflecting telescope, but instead of gathering and concentrating
probe will study the termination shock, the region where the solar
light it concentrates solar ions. Alas, the Genesis parachute failed
wind slows down to merge with interstellar space. Reisenfeld will help
to open last September, allowing the probe to smash into the Utah
design IBEX-HI, an instrument that uses a large-aperture camera to
desert at 200 mph. But Reisenfeld said three of four delicate wafers
detect high-energy particles coming from the edge of the solar system.
that gathered particles using the concentrator survived the impact
Some of the actual instrument design will be done at UM.
completely intact, and the fourth is 85 percent intact. “So the
Reisenfeld’s immediate plans call for teaching UM physics students
highest-priority science was preserved,” he said.
and outfitting UM’s Montana Space Flight Prototype Facility, which
♦ Cassini, a probe now exploring Saturn and its mysterious
will test designs for future NASA probes. One of his lab’s first tasks
moon Titan, which is veiled beneath a thick atmosphere. Reisenfeld
will be to bring in the spare mass spectrometer for Deep Space 1
and fellow team members have learned the atmosphere of Titan
and use it to characterize the flight instrument on the probe. (Mass
is like a petroleum refinery, producing all kinds of complex
hydrocarbon molecules such as methane and butane, as well as
spectrometers measure the atomic masses of ions that enter them.)
Only then can the comet-flyby data be interpreted accurately.
cyanide and formaldehyde. They’ve also discovered the density of
“I have so much work coming up that it’s going to be a struggle to
water ions increases as one moves closer to Saturn and its rings,
do it all,” he says, “but I plan to have several UM students come on
which are mostly H2O. In fact, the chemistry is similar to what is
board to help out.” 0
seen with comets. “Nobody knew that before,” he said.
— By Cary Shimek
4 Deep Space 1, a probe that did a flyby of a comet in 2001.
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he roomful of floods nuts gathered at the annual meeting
of the Ice Age Floods Institute barely blinks when geology
Professor Marc Hendrix tells them western Montana is due
for a major earthquake anytime now.
But when Hendrix says that Glacial Lake Missoula may not have
been the primary source of water that created eastern Washington’s
channeled scablands, the shock in the room is palpable.
Hendrix is giving the keynote lecture at the meeting of IAFI,
a regional organization of geologists, professionals and armchair
geology enthusiasts. The institute’s Glacial Lake Missoula Chapter is
hosting the meeting in a St. Patrick Hospital conference room.
When Hendrix drops his bombshell — “There is little
evidence linking Glacial Lake Missoula and the floods in eastern
Washington” — the room seems to collectively gasp. You can feel
the rising ire of these mostly male, mostly middle-aged and older
attendees, some of whom have hung their careers and reputations
on the belief that a gigantic lake in western Montana repeatedly
filled and catastrophically drained,
gouging a path across four states to the
Pacific Ocean.
But Hendrix gently reminds the
audience that the Glacial Lake
Missoula story has to be grounded
in scientific evidence. By the time
the question-and-answer period rolls
around, the atmosphere has settled
into polite skepticism.
Hypotheses disillusionment is a
common geological ailment. Back in the
early 20th century, geologists all believed
in uniformitarianism, the idea that
landscapes are formed by slow processes.
When J “no-period” Harlen Bretz, a
University of Chicago geology professor,
introduced the notion that massive
floods had created the channeled
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This 20-by-20-foot barge (right)
was used to sample the lake bottom.
4
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scablands, his colleagues ridiculed him for about half a century
before finally admitting he was right.
Similarly, Hendrix’s work challenges some cherished notions
— such as the water source issue and the idea that Glacial Lake
Missoula drained repeatedly.
“Based on examinations of Glacial Lake Missoula sediments,
there is little evidence supporting scores of catastrophic drainings,”
Hendrix says. “People get attached to their theories. Some will say
I’m off my rocker.”
Who’s correct? Only time — and more research — will tell.
One of the great things about Glacial Lake Missoula is that so
much remains to be discovered — enough to keep at least a few
generations of students busy.
Since 2000 Hendrix has done research at Flathead Lake that ties
into the Glacial Lake Missoula story. This work has resulted in three
undergraduate projects, six master’s theses in various stages and two
doctoral dissertations.

“Sediments can tell you an awful
lot about what the environment
was like,” Hendrix says. “You can
learn to read them like a book.”
Flathead Lake, he explains,
was right on the boundary of
the Cordilleran Ice Sheet — the
massive block of ice that covered
most of British Columbia — at the
end of the last ice age.
“It’s an ideal position to capture
a record of glacial retreat and
climate change from glacial to post
glacial,” he says.
Some of the more interesting
things they found:
■ Between about 14,000 and
13,000 years before present,
smaller glacial lakes, like those in
the Swan Valley and Tally Lake
area, probably drained rapidly
as their ice “plugs” were pulled.
They left their evidence — larger
grains — in sediment layers called
(Left) Hendrix, Minnesota doctoral student Mark Shapley and UM geology Professor
“event beds,” and probably in the
Johnnie Moore prepare to lower their coring device into the lake.
erratic
boulders found just below
(Right) Red dots indicate where Hendrix’s team took core samples in Flathead Lake. The
Kerr Dam.
lines show where seismic reflection profiles were shot.
■ Between about 9,000 and
7,600 years B.P., the lake appears
to have dried considerably, possibly
“[Students are] the ones doing the heavy lifting,” Hendrix says.
becoming a “closed” lake — one without an exit flow — for several
One Ph.D. student, Michael Sperazza, is wrapping up three years
hundred years. This coincides with evidence found across North
of work. “At this rate we could spend another seven to 10 years,”
America of a significant warming period.
Sperazza says. “We’re just touching the surface.”
■ The eastern shore of Flathead Lake, at the base of the dramatic
Touching the surface, literally and figuratively. Hendrix’s research
Mission Mountain Range, is bounded by a major earthquake fault.
team members have focused on collecting and analyzing core
In fact, the fault is in large part what created the lake.
samples of sediments from the bottom of Flathead
■ Core samples and mapping done by another Ph.D.
Lake. Their longest core sample measures 11.5 meters
student, Michael Hofmann, reveal two geologically
— about 38 feet — which represents 14,000 years’ worth
recent quakes of about 7.0 magnitude on the Richter
but only 10 percent of total sediments.
Scale. The evidence confirms earlier discoveries made
Hendrix, a sedimentary geologist, came to UM in
by the Bureau of Land Management that suggest the
1994. Six years later, he was concluding research in
earthquakes occurred 15,000 and 7,700 years B.P.
central Asia and Mongolia when he became interested
Since those two quakes were about 8,000 years apart,
in data collected by a fellow professor in the 1970s
and the last one was about 8,000 years ago, Hendrix
and ’80s.
says we’re due for another one.
“Johnnie Moore came stumbling into my office with
“Missoula has a significant earthquake risk,” he says.
a giant box full of seismic reflection lines from Flathead
“There is a very high probability of a major quake at
Lake,” Hendrix says.
This core sample
any time, geologically speaking.”
Armed with these subsurface images and a National
from the lake
In terms of seismic activity, Montana, Hendrix
Science Foundation grant to research the lake’s record
shows an ash layer
explains, is second only to California. And since
of deglaciation and climate change, his crew rented a
from a 13,000Flathead Lake is the largest freshwater body west of
specialized 20-by-20-foot barge from the University of
year-old volcanic
the Mississippi, a quake here could have additional
Minnesota. The barge featured a core barrel rigged
eruption in
consequences: “The seiching action could cause an
with a cable-and-pulley system and 1,000 pounds of
Washington state.
inland tsunami,” he says.
lead weight to force it into the lake bottom. The team
Thinking twice about that lakefront property?
collected core samples in 2000 and 2003.
This summer, two students will begin mapping the Polson
The samples were labeled, segmented, refrigerated, shipped to
Moraine — the hill that is believed to have been the terminus of the
Minnesota, X-rayed, photographed, sampled, sliced and returned
Flathead lobe of the Cordilleran Ice Sheet.
to UM and put into cold storage at Fort Missoula. In the lab,
Hendrix’s plans for the near future include submitting his results
Hendrix and his students set about analyzing the data and
for publication in scientific journals and securing funding for a
correlating it with the seismic lines and other existing materials.
deeper set of core samples in Flathead Lake.
Then they could begin to draw some conclusions about what’s
Stay tuned. 0
been happening in the area for the past 14,000 years. Layers, grain
— By Patia Stephens
sizes, minerals — all have a story to tell.
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Images courtesy of Dave Naugle and his students

local declines of 17 to 92 percent.” Despite these declines, the U.S.
efore sunrise the females
Fish and Wildlife Service recently decided against protecting the
swoop in. First one, then
another — wings slicing
greater sage grouse under the Endangered Species Act.
the air with a buzz like a small In 2003 the Bureau of Land Management asked Naugle, who
teaches in UM’s College of Forestry and Conservation, to explore
fighter jet. Meanwhile, not far
the potential impact of a new kind of change to the grouse’s
away, a male “blurps” in the
sagebrush landscape — booming coalbed natural gas development
darkness.
in northeast Wyoming and southeast Montana — which happen to
And so it has passed every
be one of the birds’ remaining strongholds. Any findings that could
spring in the wide-open
potentially slow energy development in the West are automatically
sagebrush sea of the interior
politically contentious, and the BLM looked to Naugle to lead an
West for millennia: mating
season for the greater sage
independent and thorough investigation.
In July 2003, after many other sage grouse researchers were
grouse. Like the seasonal displays of so many other birds, sage
wrapping up their summertime field work, Naugle’s team
grouse courtship is nothing short of a spectacle.
continued tracking radio-marked birds. Their work led to a
The grouse gather at “leks” — clearings in the sagebrush where
disturbing discovery.
generations of birds return year after year to breed. While there,
Brett Walker, a UM doctoral candidate and one of Naugle’s
male grouse strut by extending their pointed feathers skyward,
expanding the yellow air sacs hidden behind brilliant white chest
feathers and then making a popping sound by forcing air from
their sacs. The puffery is meant to impress females and warn off
lesser males.
As morning light from the rising sun illuminates the birds, it’s
clear that only one dominant male who occupies the center of the lek
has earned the affections of his female counterparts. The dominant
male will breed with 80 percent of all the females that attend his lek;
lesser males will have to earn this right in subsequent years.
UM wildlife biology Professor Dave Naugle says the annual grouse
gathering isn’t what it used to be. Sage grouse depend on a healthy
and expansive sagebrush habitat for both food and shelter. A wide
variety of factors contributed to their long decline — from clearing
sagebrush for grazing to development of roads and cities to the
introduction of invasive plants.
“Previously widespread, sage grouse no longer exist in about half
of their original range in western North America,” Naugle says, “with
Male sage grouse strut on a large “lek” in southeast Montana.
an estimated range-wide population decline of 45 to 80 percent and

B
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students, called on his truck phone to say he had
walked up to a grouse that seemed sick. After
about 15 minutes the bird was dead. Walker
wondered if the bird died of West Nile virus,
which is sweeping the West. Testing of the carcass
at the Wyoming State Veterinary Laboratory
indicated his hunch was right.
That year, Naugle and
his colleagues found that
West Nile virus killed
25 percent of all radio
marked sage hens in four
populations in Wyoming,
Montana and Alberta,
Canada. In 2004 the
virus spread further,
killing an additional 10
percent of radio-marked
females in Colorado,
California, Wyoming and
Montana.
Dave Naugle
“Right now, West Nile
is sweeping across North
America,” Naugle says. “We’ve found a species
that’s very susceptible.”
Despite continued testing of live and hunterharvested sage grouse since 2003, Naugle’s
team has yet to find an individual resistant to
the disease. And when wild sage grouse were
challenged with West Nile virus in the laboratory,
they all died.
The greater sage grouse was added to a
growing list of North American creatures —
including 228 bird species — identified as carriers
Sage grouse are at risk because females and their young congregate
of the West Nile virus. Naugle says part of the bird’s vulnerability
around water where food is plentiful in late-summer.
to the disease is related to the survival strategy the species has
While Naugle is careful to point out a multitude of factors
developed over time. Unlike similar birds such as bobwhite quail
in the decline of sage grouse over time, West Nile virus and its
or ring-necked pheasants, sage grouse typically live a long time and
potential connection to coalbed natural gas development adds a
have small clutch sizes. Instead of having a large number of young
whole new infectious disease angle to attempts at conservation.
that seasonally boost the population, the birds depend on their
The natural gas extraction process brings millions of gallons of
ability to survive and reproduce for many years.
groundwater to the surface and stores it in man-made ponds.
Since Walker stumbled upon that first dying sage grouse,
Naugle and his colleagues found that these ponds are significant
researchers have tried to answer questions about the complexities
producers of Culex tarsalis. Researchers now have partnered with
of the disease, its impact on grouse and possible connections to
industry to demonstrate how to
the coalbed natural gas industry.
build ponds that are less conducive
Naugle has two doctoral students
to mosquito production.
working with him and about a dozen
Naugle’s lab recently received a
undergraduates helping in the field.
grant to investigate ways in which
Funding comes from a variety of
West Nile virus is able to persist in
sources, including industry groups,
the environment. “We have isolated
private conservation charities and
DNA from stomachs of blood-fed
government sources. In addition,
mosquitoes to identify host species
researchers from the University of
that
contract the disease but do not
Wyoming, Montana State University
die from it.”
and government agencies are
Understanding the host dynamics
cooperating to learn more.
of this disease brings Naugle and his
A primary host of the virus seems
staff one step closer in their quest
to be one of 42 species of mosquito
to develop effective management
found in the West — Culex tarsalis.
strategies to safeguard one of
Tarsalis reproduces in natural and
America’s greatest spectacles — the
man-made water sources throughout
spring dance of the sage grouse. 0
the West — and this particular
A
radio-collared
sage
hen
— By Chris Bryant
bloodsucker feeds primarily on birds.
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MonTEC — continued from front
There are encouraging precedents, he says, for the continued
success of entrepreneurial hothouses like MonTEC. King cites North
Carolina’s Research Triangle — the rough scalene formed by Duke
University, the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill and North
Carolina State — as one successful model. Collaborative relationships
among schools and economic developers have turned the Triangle
into a nexus of business incubators and research labs where nearly
half of the state’s high-tech industry is now concentrated.
“The Research Triangle of North Carolina is famous,” says King,
who clearly sees analogous potential for Montana. “It took a rural,
backward state and turned it around economically.”
Instead of a triangle, UM Associate Vice President for Research
and Development Jon “Tony” Rudbach envisions several “technology
corridors” that eventually will link Missoula to Helena, Butte and
other business hubs around the state. Along with Missoula County,
Ravalli, Lake and Flathead counties currently form the Northern
Rockies Research Park and Technology Corridor, and plans are
under way to create additional incubators in the latter three,
preferably linked to institutions of higher learning.
The primary function of university-affiliated incubators, Rudbach
says, is to exploit research performed at the parent institution in
a way that benefits researchers, taxpayers, local business and the
institutions themselves. In other words, the Montana economy.
Rudbach, who came to his administrative position from a
background in immunology and business administration, says his
first and toughest order of business was just getting caught up.
“There was a backlog of discoveries laying fallow [at UM], and
so one of my jobs was to ferret them out. I walked into labs all over
campus and just asked, ‘What’s going on?’ And I found that many
things had been discovered and developed up to a point, but they
hadn’t been exploited.”
MonTEC administrator King, who first came to UM in 1965 as
a chemistry student, adds that until roughly 15 years ago, there was
little incentive to do so.
“When I went to the University — a long, long time ago — the
only research that took place was some faculty member doing some
obscure research that would get written up in some even more
obscure scholarly journal, and that would get filed away and, there,
we’re doing our stuff,” King says. “It was important to have those
people because they brought students into the world of higher
education and they had the respect of their peers. But UM never
really did much in the way of funded research until the late ’80s.”
The key step in the transition, King explains, was the passage
of a state bill in 1989 entitling universities to retain the so-called
“indirect costs” that had previously been subtracted from research
grants, with an equivalent loss in matching state funds. Funded
research at UM before 1989, King says, was essentially a zero-sum
gain, “with no real benefit to the University.”
Yet both King and Rudbach still perceived a gap between funded
research at UM — worth some $70 million annually — and its
commercial potential. Establishing a bridgehead in the local and
global economies for UM intellectual properties seemed the logical
step. Five years in the planning, MonTEC opened its doors to small
business in 2002.

A recent list of MonTEC tenants:
Aquila Vision Inc. (hyper-spectral imagery and analysis),
Benchmark Simulations (automated securities trading using
econometric models), Cisco Systems (regional office of computer
networking firm), Montana Department of Commerce (regional
development officer and microbusiness technical assistance
program), Hanes Hathway Inc. (insurance products for intellectual
property), GCS Research Inc. (software applications using
geographic information systems), Missoula Convention and
Visitors Bureau (the CVB is located in MonTEC to get started),
Mirage Productions (video productions and commercial filming),
palmOne (a research lab), Purity Systems Inc. (treatment of
contaminated water and recovery of heavy metals), Procurement
and Technical Assistance Center (counsels businesses that have or
are seeking government contracts), Redserge Inc. (consultant for
early stage and start-up companies), Starbird Associates (software
and network consulting; has two sub-tenants developing software
systems), Sunburst Sensors Inc. (remote sensing technology),
iConnect (co-location facility for broadband access and server
support) and UM chemistry department (a lab).

Half of MonTEC’s board of directors comes from UM and half
from MAEDC. The UM contingent is Rudbach, President George
Dennison and Vice President for Research and Development Dan Dwyer.
Businessmen Bob Kelly, Kent Bray and Wes Spiker represent MAEDC.
There’s nothing new about business incubators, King admits.
MonTEC is one of more than a thousand members of the National
Business Incubation Association. At a recent international
convention in Toronto, King even noticed differing attitudes toward
incubator management in different countries. One administrator
from Shanghai was astounded to learn that most of MonTEC’s
companies employ fewer than 10 people. In China, the man
explained, a business needs at least 50 employees to even qualify for
an incubator berth.
“It’s just one of those cultural differences,” King says — a kind
of entrepreneurial safety in numbers in a culture where business
failure can result in loss of face. “But then, there are two sides to
capitalism: creation and destruction. What you try to do with an
incubator is help small companies have a better chance at success,
knowing that many will fail despite your best efforts. I think our
culture is a little more at ease with that.”
Eventually, MonTEC start-ups will undergo evaluations after three
years to determine, as King puts it, “whether we have a business
here, or a research professor and a couple of graduate students
doing something cool that’s never going to be a product.” Extensions
might be negotiated, King assures, but the idea of the business
incubator is to prepare small companies to survive on their own.
Like Rudbach, King dislikes the thought of research fleeing the
state in search of investors. As an example, he cites Montana State
University research involving life in the hot pools in Yellowstone
that later migrated to Stanford and the West Coast, spawning the
recent biotech revolution.
“The challenge to Montana is: Can we build companies around
that research that will do business here, or do we just let that
research migrate to wherever there’s money and investors and have
it create jobs somewhere else?” 0
— By Andy Smetanka
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